Efforts at GTU Innovation & Startup Center - Vadodara

[GTU REGIONAL INNOVATION & STARTUP CENTER]
Gujarat Technological University Innovation & Startup Centre - Vadodara, Government
Technical High School Campus, Near Aurobindu Ashram, Dandia Bazar, Vadodara - 390001

Turning Ideas into Reality with GISC
To ensure that every creative student irrespective of his education, location get
access to support to take their ideas and innovation to next stage. GTU has
established very structured mechanism by now for the above and established
"Regional Innovation & Start up Centre" in Vadodara. The purpose of setting up
regional innovation & start-up centre is to decentralize the student innovation &
start-up support system so that innovators can fetch benefits at their doorstep.

Key Programs & Activities at Glance
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“GTU Start-up - Mentor Meet up on Coping up with COVID-19”
OBJECTIVE OF THE ZOOM CLOUD MEETINGS:
GIC always believed that Imagination is the foundation of innovation. GIC nurture skills and talent of the
students to lead their imagination in a proper way. GIC was establish to develop close bonding between
industries, entrepreneur and students to make research and development at the University relevant to the
needs of industries at national and international levels. At this moment of crisis due covid-19 huge losses
will hit India. To combat covid-19, a webinar for group discussion was organised in order to connect the
student with the mentor so that the incubated start-up at GISC vadodara can cope at this time of crisis.
Mentors suggested and discuss various solutions so that we can overcome the effect of covid-19. More
than 25+ Mentors, Innovators, Entrepreneurs &amp; Associates from Manufacturing, Pharmacy, Internet
of Things (IoT) &amp; Information Technology / ICT participated in the initiative.
Mentors solution to combat covid-19 effects (zoom meeting) (Date: 27 th Feb’2020; Time: 4 PM TO 5 PM
“GTU Start-up - Mentor Meet up&#39; on &#39;Coping up with COVID-19” WEBINAR had More than
25+ Mentors, Innovators, Entrepreneurs &amp; Associates from Manufacturing, Pharmacy, Internet of
Things (IoT) &amp; Information Technology / ICT participated in the initiative. MR. Nikhil Suthar (RISC
Coordinator – (GISC) GTU Innovation &amp; Start-up Centre, Vadodara) addressed group meeting on
virtual platform. He started the session by addresses the list of problem which start-ups is and will facing
as the consequences of the covid-19. Currently the precaution of covid-19 is to lock down the entire nation
for social Distancing but lockdown is also shows it impact on the market as the nation is brought to halt.
This halt is affecting every sector so to overcome impacts at our end this virtual meet up was done. He also
addressed that government is creating support for their citizen but that won’t be enough as every single
contribution counts. Later on he kept the platform open for all the participants to put their POV (point of
view) to combat covid-19. Ideas from the market that will help Indian market to cope up
Rudresh Vyas from Engineering Technique (Mentor / entrepreneur): He mentioned that business/
start-ups if work from home during quarantine then lot can be achieved at this moment. Adding to this he
said right now the target audience of all the sector is just a click away which should be influenced so that
this break can be easily cope. Further he said being in IT business his team also working from home to
support quarantine and eradicate covid-19. Making an effort to balance both market clients and
government.
Maulik Chauhan From Profism Technology (Mentor / entrepreneur): he came with a solution that
right now the start-ups should move to online marketing and online services so that the business can reach
to their customer at this time of quarantine. He also stated to the start-ups and business at the HR sector
should be ready with the different strategies as they will have a huge market after the completion of lock as
the country employment decreased. He also stated this time if utilized properly then our loss can be
recovered in lesser time than expected.
Deepen Barai From Speedforce (Mentor / Faculty): concept selling market is right now has good
opportunity to capture customer. All the online business should make a road map for this 21 days so that
company can grow after the lockdown. Digital marketing strategies should company focus on so that the
benefit of social distancing can be taken, he exclaimed.
Chirayu Dalwadi From Itechnosol Inc. (Start-ups Entrepreneur): market is at the huge losses, he
exclaimed. Further he said, market research and market analysis is very important as the purchase power of
the customer is going to decrease. Hence along with the R&amp;D people should focus on market research
and analyse them to combat the loss of covid-19.
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Prof Om Prakash Shukla from Parul University( Mentor / Faculty): he also supported the idea that the
product selling start-ups should right now work on the R&amp;D of the product. As in when the market
open they have a better product to offer to their customer. Hence the breakdown of the market can be
coped up.
Shikhar Makwana from Trakky The Salon Tracker (Start-ups Entrepreneur\ incubate of GISC
VADODARA): he stated that the people provided online services are lesser risk then people who sell
product. During this 21days of lockdown, this business should work on their R&amp;D in order to
fightback. Business who are not ready to allow the employee to work from home should allow as the
business lockdown for 21 days will affect the country and business. Hence people should expect this policy
of working from home mostly the IT companies.
Darpan Kadu from Trecycle (Start-ups Entrepreneur): while considering everyone’s point of view
he said that start-ups should right now focus on pre-orders, free services of trial and variety of affordable
discounts can help these start-ups to sustain right now. Later on all this trial can be converted to regular
customers. Hence all the IT start-ups should focus on this.
Principal Jatin Vadhiya from Parul polytechnic (Mentor/Faculty): He said there are plenty of
opportunities in the market along with the risk to collapse. Right now students have a good opportunity to
focus on their POC. As they have more time compared to the earlier day. More work can be done. POC
converted to product can help nation to combat this situation. Supports from him and GIC are always open
to them.

Participants of the meeting



























Deepen Barai (Mentor / Faculty)
Chirayu Dalwadi (Startup Entrepreneur)
Prof. Om Prakash Shukla(Mentor / Faculty)
Chetan J. Shingadiya (Mentor / Faculty)
Mayank Chavda (Mentor / Faculty)
ARCHIT YAGNIK (entrepreneur):
DHAVAL TRIVEDI (entrepreneur):
Shikhar Makwana (Startup Entrepreneur)
Darpan Kadu Startup Entrepreneur
Ritu Trivedi (Professional)
Rudresh Vyas (Mentor / Faculty)
Mayank chavda (Startup Entrepreneur)
Adv. Khush bharmbhatt (Mentor at GISC VADODARA)
Principal Jatin Vadhiya from Parul polytechnic (Mentor/Faculty)
Maulik Chauhan (Mentor / Faculty)
Harsh shah (MENTOR at GISC vadodara)
Ravi Sharma (startup entrepreneur)
Nirav Chauhan (Mentor / Faculty)
Jay Bhavsar (Student)
Jay Joshi (Student)
Nilay Patel (Student)
Makati Tirth (Student)
Sindhav Dipeshbhai Maheshbhai (Student)
Goswami Vivekpuri Gangapuri (Innovator)
Raj Soni( entreprenuer)
Jay Soliya(Student)
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Vishal Parmar (Student)
Anand Jayswal (Student)
MR. Nikhil Suthar (RISC Coordinator GISC VADODARA)
MS. Nehal Prajapati (Research Assistant GISC VADODARA)
MS. Madhi kapare ( Admin In-charge GISC VADODARA)

“GTU E-talks: Covid-19: survival strategies for start-ups”
OBJECTIVE OF THE HANGOUT MEET WEBINAR:
GIC always believed that Imagination is the foundation of innovation. GIC nurture skills and talent of
the students to lead their imagination in a proper way. GIC was establish to develop close bonding
between industries, entrepreneur and students to make research and development at the University
relevant to the needs of industries at national and international levels. At this moment of crisis due
covid-19 huge losses will hit India. To combat covid-19, a webinar was organised in order to help
start-up to understand the current scenario and what can help them survive during the current
lockdown. Market is going to face a huge breakdown but the loss can be reduced if proper prevention
and precaution if taken. HARSH SHAH the speaker of the event guided the GISC vadodara
incubated started and More than 70 Mentors, Innovators, Entrepreneurs & Associates from Vadodara,
Ahmedabad, Surat, Rajkot, Anand, Thane, Pune, Hyderabad, Adilabad (Telangana), bhuneshwar and
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Bengaluru Participated in an online session. Participants doubt and market complication was
discussed various to provide solutions so that we can overcome the effect of covid-19.

Covid-19: survival strategies for start-ups (hangout webinar)
(Date: 1st April ’2020; Time: 4 PM TO 6 PM)
Covid-19: survival strategies for start-ups WEBINAR had More than 70+ Mentors,
Innovators, Entrepreneurs & Associates from Vadodara, Ahmedabad, Surat, Rajkot, Anand,
Thane, Pune, Hyderabad, Adilabad (Telangana), bhuneshwar and Bengaluru. Session started
by MR. HARSH SHAH (speaker of day) list the problem which start-ups must be facing as
the consequences of the covid-19. For the precaution of covid-19 is to lock down the entire
nation for social Distancing but lockdown is also shows it impact on the market as the nation
is brought to halt. This halt is affecting every sector so to overcome impacts at our end this
virtual meet up was done. He also addressed that government is creating support for their
citizen but that won’t be enough as every single contribution counts. Later on he kept the
platform open for all the participants to put their POV (point of view) to combat covid-19.
During the session, MR. Varad krish from Hyderabad also suggested few solutions to the
start-ups.
Covid-19: survival strategies for start-ups Mr. Harsh shah
 Definitely market will be going through lot of losses but to cope up the market
constant planning and evolution on action during this lockdown as per current
circumstances can help conquer the loss.
 Start-ups working at the service sector should work remotely on their current
project. Target audience of all the sector is just a click away which should be influenced so
that this break can be easily cope by working from home to support quarantine and eradicate
covid-19.
 Making an effort to balance both market clients and government. utilize the support given

by government to fight the current situation
 Cash crunch is going to happen but planning and managing funds as per need of the
market will help to combat the current scenario. Hence funds planning should be plan
foremost so that situation can be fight back.

 Hence to recover market analysis and road mapping for next quarter can be great partner for
your business. market research and market analysis is very important as the purchase
power of the customer is going to decrease. Hence along with the R&D people should
focus on market research and analyse them to combat the loss of covid-19.
 the product selling start-ups should right now work on the R&D of the product. As in
when the market open they have a better product to offer to their customer. this
21days of lockdown, they should work on their R&D in order to fight back and market
can be cope back.
 start-ups should right now focus on pre-orders, free services of trial and variety of
affordadable discounts can help these start-ups to sustain right now. Later on all this
trial can be converted to regular customers. Hence all the IT start-ups should focus on
this.
 government is doing their part to put India out of this danger. The covid-19 is knocking
our doors. In order to grow hand in hand support to fight back with the help social
distancing was his suggestion to break the war.
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 start-up should start working towards this to cope up with the loss we will phase during
this phase of lockdown as there is also chances that period of lockdown can be
extended if need. Hence this is right time to strategies as plan and work accordingly.
Digital platform is the best platform to connect people. Hence focus on branding it right
now so that a later on a wise impact will be seen.
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“Exclusive Session on 'Develop an Entrepreneurial
Mindset & Accelerating Innovations'”
OBJECTIVE OF THE ZOOM CLOUD MEETINGS:
GIC always believed that Imagination is the foundation of innovation. GIC nurture skills
and talent of the students to lead their imagination in a proper way. GIC was establish to
develop close bonding between industries, entrepreneur and students to make research
and development at the University relevant to the needs of industries at national and
international levels. 'GTU Innovation & Start-up Centre Vadodara' And 'Sardar Patel
Education Campus' has Jointly Hosting The Webinar Session On 'Develop An
Entrepreneurial Mindset And Accelerating Innovations' For Engineering, Pharmacy And
Management Faculties. This Exclusive Webinar Session was Conducted Online By Team
GTU Innovation & Start-up Centre Vadodara and Other Leading Founders from the
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem. More than 92+ faculty from Engineering, Pharmacy and
Management Faculties and Mentors were sensitized to “Develop an Entrepreneurial
Mindset & Accelerating Innovation”.

(Date: 9th April ’2020; Time: 2:30 PM TO 5 PM)
.
“Exclusive Session on 'Develop an Entrepreneurial Mindset & Accelerating
Innovations” was organised in order to equip and empower the educators from
academia with substantial skills and competencies that are essential to inculcate the
spirit of entrepreneurship among students, so that they can act as Resource Persons in
guiding and motivating young minds particularly from science & technology stream.
The main focused points of the session were
 New Age Innovation -Entrepreneurship Principles & Best Practices
 Identification and Selection of Aspiring Entrepreneurs
 Idea Generation, Evaluation & Innovative Projects Screening
 Intellectual Property Rights & Innovation Management
 Financial Support System for Innovation / Start-ups
 Building Entrepreneurial Network & Ecosystem

GTU team was warmly welcomed by the SPEC team.MR. Nikhil Suthar (RISC
Coordinator – (GISC) GTU Innovation & Start-up Centre, Vadodara) addressed
group meeting on virtual platform. He poured the energy in the educators by stating
that “the only way to win is to learn faster than anyone else.” Later on to continue the
energy he build-up the platform by telling 2 stories of the start-up. He also addressed
the above mentioned topics. Entrepreneur Mr. Ravi Sharma and MR. Anant tomar also
shared their journey with the educators that how GTU and GISC support has help them
start their start-up. Later on he kept the platform open for all the participants for Q/A.
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“GTU E-talks”
GTU E-talk Session for Innovators & Early-Stage
Entrepreneurs on "How To Validate Your Business Idea?”
OBJECTIVE OF THE ZOOM MEETING WEBINAR:
GIC always believed that Imagination is the foundation of innovation. GIC nurture skills and
talent of the students to lead tCALheir imagination in a proper way. GIC was establish to
develop close bonding between industries, entrepreneur and students to make research and
development at the University relevant to the needs of industries at national and international
levels. Idea validation is plays a major role for all the innovator and entrepreneur. “How to
validate my idea?” is the often asked question. Hence to bring a picture out for idea
validation this webinar was organised GISC vadodara. Our innovators and early stage
entrepreneurs can learn the approach to validate idea. It will also help them boost their
confidence. So does this seminar will help innovator and entrepreneur to bring the broader
picture and position of the idea in the market?

GTU E-talk Session for Innovators & Early-Stage Entrepreneurs
on "How to Validate Your Business Idea?”
(ZOOM MEETING CLOUD)
(Date: 15th April ’2020; Time: 3:00PM TO 5:00 PM)
GTU E-talk Session for Innovators & Early-Stage Entrepreneurs on "How To
Validate Your Business Idea?” Where more than 65+ Mentors, Innovators,
Entrepreneurs & Associates From Mumbai, Chennai, Chandigarh, Mohali, Patan,
Delhi, Rajkot, Anand, Vadodara, Saharanpur, Silvassa, Bharuch, Mehsana,
Gandhinagar & Ahemdabad... Which Is In Total 29 Cities Of 8 States? MR. Bhavesh
Kothari() (speaker of day) was welcomed by the (RISC coordinator of GISC
vadodara) Mr. Nikhil Suthar. MR. Bhavesh Kothari STARTED A SESSION with the
topic why we need to validate the idea. He answered them by stating the key to validate
the idea ask three question of the golden circle "why, how and what" which will tell about purpose,
process and outcome. This will help innovator and entrepreneur to bring the broader picture and
position of the idea in the market. He also emphasis that Innovator should validate their idea by taking
customer review. Review of the customer is very vital as they are the one who will pay for your idea.
Hence engagement with the customer will help the innovators to bring best out the idea. That idea will
be able to grab the market which is the ultimate aim. Constant approach and rebuilding is a basic
requirement to build USP. Reworking and brainstorming for the idea will result into the better and
precise solution. Hence precise solution will help the customer and the motive will be served.
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A GIMPLISES OF THE EVENT
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“"Opportunities Post COVID-19”
OBJECTIVE OF THE ZOOM CLOUD MEETINGS:
GIC always believed that Imagination is the foundation of innovation. GIC nurture skills
and talent of the students to lead their imagination in a proper way. GIC was establish to
develop close bonding between industries, entrepreneur and students to make research
and development at the University relevant to the needs of industries at national and
international levels. At this moment of crisis due covid-19 huge losses will hit India. To
combat covid-19 and to look forward to the "Opportunities Post COVID-19", a webinar
was organised by GTU Innovation Council in association with the iHub Gujarat. GIC
always look forward towards the opportunities and try to eradicate the crisis. Hence get
the insight about the current scenario this webinar was organised. Speakers and
Mentors suggested and discuss various solutions so that we can overcome the effect of
covid-19 and how can we work towards opportunities. This session's traction around
400-450 participants in Zoom Cloud Meeting Platform, 328 unique participants who
joined through Facebook Live (total) And till date, the video has already received 2322
views.

Mentors solution to combat covid-19 effects (zoom
meeting)
(Date: 28th April ’2020; Time: 04 PM - 05:30 PM)

Speaker’s of the session






Mr. Varad Rajan Krishna (Co-Founder, 100 Open Startups)
Mr. Tarun Krishnamurthy (Founder & CEO, Anzen Technology)
Ms. Sreedevi Raghavan (Founder & EO, Tattvamasi)
Ms. Gauri Kuchhal (Principal, Artha Venture Fund)
Mr. Ashok G (Founder & CEO, STARTUP360)

Moderator of the session:
 Shri. Nagarajan M, IAS (Director, Higher Education Department, Government of
Gujarat)
Ecosystem Perspective:
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 Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta (CEO, I-Hub)
Post covid 19 opportunities webinar was organised so that confidence can boosted of
the people who are connected to the ecosystem of the start-ups. SESSION was
moderated by Shri. Nagarajan M, IAS who filled the atmosphere with tons of
positivity. While addressing speakers and participants he briefed about the topic of
the day. He also shared his vision on opportunities Post COVID-19. Mr. Hiranmay
Mahanta (CEO, I-Hub) while addressing the participants said that start-ups
ecosystem of Gujarat has shown a tremendous growth in last few years but still
there couples changes on which we can work together. After that one by one each
speaker addressed the session with the concern sectors.

Ideas of the bench
 Mr. Varad Rajan Krishna (Co-Founder, 100 Open Start-ups): To face the current

scenario you need to learn how to negotiate. He said every sector you point then
there is opportunity. There no such sector where there is no opportunity. The flaw
is you need to find the opportunity. Start-ups rather than thinking what should
they can do in this pandemic. They should focus on how they serve at this moment
or later after the crisis. So does he feel, right now SSIP has a major role to play
where ideas should be converted to MVP.
 Mr. Tarun Krishnamurthy (Founder & CEO, Anzen Technology). He guided the

participant’s how during lockdown the product services. He also asked participants
to aware from the fake news. As the fake new can create panic in the society. He
also explained how this misinformation can lead people wrongly. Hence before
believing any news they should check the authenticity of the site or brand. He also
suggested that this the right time for research and development. As we don’t get
much time in our routine. Hence later a smooth execution can be done.
 Ms. Sreedevi Raghavan (Founder & EO, Tattvamasi): She tried to sensitize the

participants by quoting that this is an opportunity rather than a pandemic. She said
how magnificent it is that people has started working from home. Lot of the
aspects and myths are broken while working from home. She also put a light on
the revenue model changes on which every one of us should work. People should
right plan for the Shape recovery and Long term recovery. If they want to overcome loses
they should think of Making money while sitting at home. Mostly important spend this time
without your family and stay happy stay healthy.

 Ms. Gauri Kuchhal (Principal, Artha Venture Fund): During this situation price of oil
is fallen & GDP also fallen. All companies shifted their employees to work from
home. So at home people are doing various ways of earning. Financial crises of
12
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2008 is vastly different as compared to COVID-19 start-ups can be start-ups must
have their run way & clear future strategy also. Before looking out for funding each
start-up must focus on their team & customers. It's necessary to talk with your
customers on frequent basis. You need to take decision now. We should ensure
that start-ups working are not fallen.
 Mr. Ashok G (Founder & CEO, STARTUP360) During Pandemic of COVID - 19 ,the
size of problem is so big..it is spread across 175 countries...During this Pandemic
early stage & growth stage ,it's time to work hard, sitting idle is not an option.
More healthy hands much better during this situation. Now lot of self care is
required as an entrepreneur. Now new way for tech based start-ups is to go beyond
the local market. It's necessary to adapt faster & grow people has more expiration
& continuously increasing. Earlier education's motto was to give employment but
now scenario has been changed & people started entrepreneurship. During COVID
19local entrepreneurs come together & shake hands. Its very important for startups to do research & development. It will be fruitful for them to become more
successful after 10 years.

 Glimpses of the session
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“GTU e TALK on 'Roller Coaster Ride to Seed & Angel Funding'
OBJECTIVE OF THE CISCO WEBEX CLOUD MEETING:
GIC always believed that Imagination is the foundation of innovation. GIC nurture skills and
talent of the students to lead their imagination in a proper way. GIC was establish to develop
close bonding between industries, entrepreneur and students to make research and
development at the University relevant to the needs of industries at national and international
levels. 'Roller Coaster Ride to Seed & Angel Funding' is vital ride under which every startup has to pass through. Hence to help start-ups and innovator to know the importance of the
funds and which possibilities to explore what stage are always suspicion. Hence to help all
those business and start-ups this webinar was arraigned so that finances and their importance
can be understood.
GTU e TALK on 'Roller Coaster Ride to Seed & Angel Funding'

(Date: 24th April’2020; Time: 4 PM TO 5 PM)
'Roller Coaster Ride to Seed & Angel Funding' WEBINAR had More than 65+
PARTICPANTS on the webinar and 110+ unique participants on Facebook and as on today
we have 837 views. Participants from Ahemdabad , Vadodara, Vidhyanagar, Bangalore
Chennai, Hyderabad Veraval, Mudhol, Jamnagar, Karmsad, Nadiad, Pune, Bharuch,
Bilimora, Bhuj, Dahod, Junagadh, Vapi And Valsad. MR. Nikhil Suthar (RISC Coordinator –
(GISC) GTU Innovation & Start-up Centre, Vadodara) addressed group meeting on
virtual platform. MS. Tosha Shukla Patel (speaker of the session) Founder Technofunsion
arena guided the each start-up and advised few innovators and start-ups personally as per
circumstances. In order to give them vision such that possibilities of the mistake can be
rectified. She took lot of the real life examples to explain this roller coaster ride. Such that
start-ups and understand them with the help of the casestudies.

Few tips to which can help the start-ups:
 Start-ups should approach VC and angel investor rather than applying for the loans which
will help them for better vision. As this people knows the market and can help you more.

 Funding and financing of the start-ups is very essential as they will help plan for the
resources according.
 Don’t approach to the VC or angel investors until and unless you are ready with a perfect
product. As that might create a bad impression. Till then take help of the incubation
centre and seed funding help.
 She also guided the start-ups never hide your mistake from the VC or angle investors
that might bring you to trouble lately. Always brief them about the scenario. As they will
guide you and help you understand the market with the different vision which might be
not able to develop.
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GTU SSIP Innovative Project Review Drive - PoC
Date: 4th April’ 2020, Saturday

Time: 10:00 AM – 05:30 PM

Venue: online webinar session
To pre-incubate innovative ideas to go through a stage of POC (Proof of Concept) which is often consider
as product prototype. This POC (Proof of Concept) will help the innovators to testing & trial, redesign
and deliver innovative solutions catering to end users. GTU is extending support to harness creative
potential of young students across universities and educational institutions; as Support up to 2, 00,000 INR
for mounting their POC (Proof of Concept). In order to extend the support of SSIP (Student Startup &
Innovation Policy), Gujarat Technological University Innovation & Startup Centre Vadodara organized
GTU SSIP innovative roject review screening for the student who want to apply for the grant hence a prescreening session was organized by the GISC VADODARA. More than 15+ teams and 50+ students
came for this screening. Each and every single Team are given the correct and certain analysis to perform
such that their POC became feasible. Hence, mentors were connected to teams as per their requirement.
Teams for the various educational institutes inwards to attend the review screening with their POC.
Prototyping support for Student Innovators at stage will help idea to become startup. The committee
advised each as every participated student with the guidance of “what flaw? And which direction?” they
should work. The selected ideas were undertaken to mentoring so that their idea doesn’t lead the path to
erroneous direction.

Jury / Committee Members from GTU SSIP POC Screening – January 2020, Vadodara:
1)
2)
3)
4)
15

Mr. Jatin Vaidya – Principal, Parul Polytechnic Institute
Mr. Harsh Shah- Mentor at GISC Vadodara
Mr. Rudresh Vyas – manager education at engineering technique
Mrs. Deval Vyas -
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5) Mr. Nikhil Suthar- RISC Coordinator GISC Vadodara

REPORT ON INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES
Episode 1

GTU INNOVATION AND STARTUP CENTRE VADODARA initiated first of it kinds INSIDE
UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES to promote innovation and nurture
entrepreneurship among the young minds through the virtual platform. The main
motive was to inspire and sensitize the young innovators and student by the stories of
some successful Startups founders. Episode:1 covered the Startups from the sectors
like hospitality, wellness and ecommerce. More than 1.7k+ views and 5K+ audience
reach was established on social media. REGIONAL COORDINATOR of GTU Innovation and
Startups centre Vadodara MR. Nikhil Suthar Moderated the Episode 1 INSIDE UDHYMITA:
STARTUP TALK SERIES. The Startups founder who share their entrepreneurial journey and
learnings which inspired the young mind in these episode were:
1. Regaclown.com (Co- founder Mr. Sourav Patel)
2. Unick Bharat Lifestyle OPC PVT. Ltd. (Founder MR. Urjit Naik)
3. Trakky: The Salon Tacker (Co- founder Mr. Shikkar Makwana)
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INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES
Episode 2

GTU INNOVATION AND STARTUP CENTRE VADODARA initiated first of it kinds INSIDE
UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES to promote innovation and nurture
entrepreneurship among the young minds through the virtual platform. The main
motive was to inspire and sensitize the young innovators and student by the stories of
some successful Startups founders. Episode:2 covered the Startups from the sectors
like AR-VR (AUGUMTED & VIRTUAL REALITY). More than 1.9k+ views and 6K+
audience reach was established on social media. REGIONAL COORDINATOR of GTU
Innovation and Startups centre Vadodara MR. Nikhil Suthar Moderated the Episode 2 INSIDE
UDHYMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES. The Startups founder who share their entrepreneurial
journey and learnings which inspired the young mind in these episode were:
1. VIRAL BRAIN SYSTEM (Co- Founder Mr. Bhusan Jadav)
2. AR EXPLORER (Founder Mr. Mann Dave)
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INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES
Episode 3

GTU INNOVATION AND STARTUP CENTRE VADODARA initiated first of it kinds
INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES to promote innovation and
nurture entrepreneurship among the young minds through the virtual platform. The
main motive was to inspire and sensitize the young innovators and student by the
stories of some successful Startups founders. Episode:3 covered the Startups from
the sectors like Healthcare sector. More than 1.8k+ views and 4K+ audience reach
was established on social media. REGIONAL COORDINATOR of GTU Innovation and
Startups centre Vadodara MR. Nikhil Suthar Moderated the Episode 3 INSIDE UDHYMITA:
STARTUP TALK SERIES. The Startups founder who share their entrepreneurial journey and
learnings which inspired the young mind in these episode were:

1. Mr. Pritesh Patel (director AUROSOUL LIFESCIENCE LLP)
2. Mr. Rutvij kotecha (Founder, spline curves)
3. Mr. Yogesh Patel (Co-Founder, Dr. cardio)
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INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES
Episode 4

GTU INNOVATION AND STARTUP CENTRE VADODARA initiated first of it kinds
INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES to promote innovation and
nurture entrepreneurship among the young minds through the virtual platform. The
main motive was to inspire and sensitize the young innovators and student by the
stories of some successful Startups founders. Episode: 4 covered the Startups from
the sectors like Education & Technology. More than 1.5k+ views and 4K+ audience
reach was established on social media. REGIONAL COORDINATOR of GTU Innovation and
Startups centre Vadodara MR. Nikhil Suthar Moderated the Episode 3 INSIDE UDHYMITA:
STARTUP TALK SERIES. The Startups founder who share their entrepreneurial journey and
learnings which inspired the young mind in these episode were:
1. Mr. Kumash Shah (Partner Profism Technology LLP)
2. Mr. Nimesh Gopal (Founder, Careernaksha)
3. Mr. Ankit Sharma (Co-Founder Class N Class)
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INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES
Episode 5

GTU INNOVATION AND STARTUP CENTRE VADODARA initiated first of it kinds
INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES to promote innovation and
nurture entrepreneurship among the young minds through the virtual platform. The
main motive was to inspire and sensitize the young innovators and student by the
stories of some successful Startups founders. Episode: 5 covered the Startups from
the sectors like COVID 19 special solutions: Start-up. More than 1.7k+ views and
6K+ audience reach was established on social media. IPR(Intellectual, Property, Rights)
PROJECT HEAD of Mr. Amit Patel Moderated the Episode 5: INSIDE UDHYMITA: STARTUP
TALK SERIES. The Startups founder who share their entrepreneurial journey and learnings
which inspired the young mind in these episode were:

1. Mr. Archan Mehta( Director, Aishani Enterprise Pvt. Ltd)
2. Mr. Meet Joshi (Partner, Mr. Engineer)
3. Mr. Yagnesh Thakker ( Founder, Vele-solv)
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INSIDE UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES
Episode 6

GTU INNOVATION AND STARTUP CENTRE VADODARA initiated first of it kinds INSIDE
UDHYAMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES to promote innovation and nurture entrepreneurship
among the young minds through the virtual platform. The main motive was to inspire and
sensitize the young innovators and student by the stories of some successful Startups founders.
Episode: 6 covered the women lead Startups. More than 3.5k+ views and 8.9K+ audience reach
was established on social media. RISC Co-ordinator of GISC, Ahmedabad Ms. Brinda Pandya
Moderated the Episode 6: INSIDE UDHYMITA: STARTUP TALK SERIES. The Startups founder who share
their entrepreneurial journey and learnings which inspired the young mind in these episode were:

1. Ms. Yesha Shah (Co-founder, click2smile)
2. Ms. Nidhi Desai(Innovator, Soap dispenser with Intelligent Laser Wash Technology)
3. Ms. Charmi Dave( Founder, Messy Bowl)
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Startup Mentoring Session on Business plan
08/07/2020
In Order to Develop an insight and to nurture the young innovators and entrepreneurs, Mr. Nikhil Suthar taken
an exclusive session on ‘Business Model & Financing’. The purpose of 2 hours dedicated program for
entrepreneurs and innovators to solve the challenges faced by young innovators & entrepreneurs during
Product & Business Developing Phase, which was focused on Business Modeling, Canvas, Market Research, DPR
Preparation and Business Plan. Mr. Nikhil Suthar Guided each Startup with their concern issue in the B plan and
helped them Defining for short term in order to Achieve their long term business Goal. During the session he
covered following topics that are required for Business Financing, Revenue Stream Analysis and Planning,
Understanding the market and defining the core product features. The Session was oraganised BY GISC (GTU
Innovation and Startup Centre Vadodara) where more than 12 innovators, entrepreneurs & students from 7
Teams were participated in exclusive mentoring Session.
Session Main Focused on
1. Bplan and Its importance
2. Types of Finance
3. Working Capital and Its importance

SSIP POC Screening
13/07/2020
To facilitate and pre-incubate innovative ideas to go through a stage of proof of concept, prototype, product,
testing & trial, redesign and deliver innovative solutions catering to end users, GTU is extending support to
harness creative potential of young students across universities and educational institutions; as Support up to
2,00,000 INR for Prototyping support for Student Innovators / Start-ups at Proof of Concept stage. In order the
extend the support of SSIP (Student Startup & Innovation Policy), Gujarat Technological University Innovation &
Startup Centre Vadodara organized GTU SSIP Proof of Concept Grant Screening held on 13th July 2020 at GISC
Vadodara. More than 80 students were participated from 21 Teams from nearby educational institutes.
University level SSIP Committee had approved 7 Teams for financial and incubation support. Precisely total 7
out of 21 innovative projects were approved by 6 different domain experts and sectioned financial support to
innovators worth rupees 07,08,000/Jury / Committee Members from GTU SSIP PoC Screening –July 2020, Vadodara:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dr. Santosh Shah: Director - Innovation & Entrepreneurship, Babaria Institute of Technology

Prof. Mihir Rajyaguru: Assistant Professor - Sardar Patel College of Engineering
Mr. Mayank Chavda : Founder – Microhub
Mr. Dharmesh Mistry: Founder - Stack Industry
CA Chintan Popat: CA Chintan Popat & Associates
Prof. Tushar Panchal: Assistant Professor & Incubation Manager, Gujarat Technological University
Mr. Nikhil Suthar: Regional Co-Ordinator, Gujarat Technological University Innovation & Start-up Centre –
Vadodara
One Photograph of Event

Startup Mentoring Session on “Agreements and contracts“
18/07/2020
In order to give a brief knowledge Agreements and Contract Documents and what importance they hold in ,
Communication inside out in any organization , GTU Innovation & Startup Centre Vadodara organized an exclusive
session taken by Adv. Khush Brahmbhatt Lawyer from Aadharshila ), which was held on 18th July’ 2020 at Activity
Room, Gujarat Technological University Innovation & Startup Centre Vadodara.
During his session, He explained What importance agreements and contract hold in an organization. How the wrong
idea and belief Can bring the entrepreneurs in Trouble. Here is the list of the point he emphasis to startup on:
1.
Formalizing business structure & founders agreement
2.
Applying for business licenses
3.
Understanding taxation and accounting laws
4.
Adhering to labour Laws
5.
Ensuring protection of intellectual property
6.
Ensuring effective contract management
7.
Details about winding down the business
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He emphasized that successful start-ups are ones that are driven by passionate entrepreneurs who should focused on
building unique solutions that deliver customer delight and to have a strong focus on customers and market. Good
understanding about the basic laws, rules and regulations are applicable for smooth running of the business. From
formalizing a founders ‘agreement to safeguarding intellectual property to enforcing business contracts, it is essential
that entrepreneurs are aware and up to date with the latest laws governing their business & market. Hence a Firm
should Develop a good documentation System to stay away from trouble.

Ms. Nehal Prajapati and MS. Madhavi Kapre
Team GISC Vadodara
GTU Innovation & Startup Centre
gic_baroda1@gtu.edu.in
(0265) – 241 5500
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